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Summary: A new consistency measure for the whole AHP decision making hierarchy, CIAHP, is proposed, 

while conventional Saaty’s consistency measure, CIlocal, gives information about logical consistency for a 

pairwise comparison matrix at a local judgment, such as at the goal node comparing pairs of criteria or 

at a criterion node comparing pairs of alternatives. First, conventional consistency measure, CIlocal, is 

shown to be proportional to certain discrepancy measure squared. Then, using this relationship, a 

formula is established, which relates a set of local consistency measures in an AHP hierarchy and the 

consistency measure for the whole AHP decision making hierarchy. The formula is then applied to 

decision making of university department selection, and it is shown that local consistency measures do not 

linearly affect the consistency measure for the whole AHP decision making. It is also mentioned that the 

proposed formula for CIAHP is a special case of the formula for CIANP, a consistency measure for the 

whole ANP decision making network. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 The consistency index CI, defined by (λmax-n)/(n-1), gives information about logical consistency 

among pairwise comparison judgments in a perfect pairwise comparison case. When CI=0.0, there is 

no logical inconsistency among the pairwise comparison judgments, or the judgment is considered 

100% consistent. As the value of CI grows, the degree of logical inconsistency among the pairwise 

comparison judgments is also considered to grow. There have been discussions about what threshold 

value should be chosen for the value of CI beyond which the judgment is considered unacceptable.  

 In this paper, the concept of consistency measure for the whole AHP decision making hierarchy is 

proposed and an approach of integrating local consistency indexes CIlocals into the global consistency 

index CIAHP is presented. Here, a local consistency index CIlocal means a conventional CI which is for 

a local decision making node in an AHP decision making hierarchy, such as the goal node comparing 

pairs of criteria or a criterion node comparing pairs of alternatives, and the global consistency index 

CIAHP   means proposed consistency measure for the whole AHP decision making hierarchy. 

Weighted square root formula for CIAHP is proposed in Chapter 2, reasons for the weighted square 
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root formula are presented in Chapter 3, and the square root formula is applied to an actual AHP 

decision making problem in Chapter 4. 

 

2.  Formula for CIAHP 

 Consider a three-level AHP diagram shown in Fig.1, where there are M criteria and N alternatives. 

At the goal node and at each criterion node, local consistency indexes are defined as below. 

CI0: consistency index for pairwise comparison judgments among criteria from the goal. 

CIk: consistency index for pairwise comparison judgments among alternatives from criterion 

k(k=1,…,M).  

 Each of these CIs gives information about the degree of logical consistency at a local node in an 

AHP decision making hierarchy. Noting that a three-level AHP(Fig.1) can be equivalently viewed as 

a two-level AHP shown in Fig.2, there can exist a consistency measure for this two-level AHP, which 

is the consistency measure for the whole decision making hierarchy and is denoted by CIAHP. 
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Fig. 1  Three-level AHP diagram 
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Fig. 2 Equivalent two-level AHP diagram 

 

 

Next, we will present a formula of expressing CIAHP using CIk’s(k=0,1,2,…,M). 

 

Theorem 1   

In case of a three-level AHP shown in Fig.1, the consistency index for the whole decision making 

hierarchy, CIAHP, is approximately given by (1) or (2), where wk is estimated priority weight for 

criterion k and ∑ wk=1. 
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Note that square root of CIAHP , AHPCI , is expressed as weighted sum of square roots of local 

consistency indexes, 
kCI (k=0,1,2,…,M), instead that CIAHP is expressed as weighted linear sum of 

local consistency indexes, CIk’s(k=0,1,2,…,M). 

 Although they may not give an exact proof for Theorem 1, in the next section we will show two 

reasons why the square root of CIAHP is given by weighted sum of square roots of local consistency 

indexes CIk’s(k=0,1,2,…,M). 

 

３．Two reasons for the square root formula  

Two reasons (or two pieces of evidence) for the square root formula (1) or (2) are shown in this 

chapter. 

 The first piece of evidence(Reason Ⅰ) is based on the fact about the meaning of CI that a local 



consistency index CI is approximated to 2/2,or 2CI≒ 2, where can be interpreted as a certain 

kind of deviation of pairwise comparison measurement error {eij}from 1.0 ( detailed notations will 

be explained later). 

δ δ δ

 The second piece of evidence(Reason Ⅱ) is based on an analytical fact that under certain restricted 

conditions the square root of global consistency measure is analytically approximated to weighted 

sum of square roots of local consistency measures. 

 

3.1 Reason I from formula δ≒ CI2  

Let aij be (i,j)-pairwise comparison measurement value and wij=wi/wj  be (i,j)-pairwise comparison 

estimate, where wk is estimated priority weight for item k. 

Then, (i,j)-pairwise comparison measurement error eij is defined by Eq.(3)or Eq.(4). 

               aij=wij‧eij                         (3) 

eij=aij/wij                        (4) 

                

If we assume the positive reciprocality of pairwise comparison measurement matrix A={aij},its 

associated pairwise comparison measurement error matrix E={eij}is also positive-reciprocal. 

Let ē be expectation of eij over (i,j) pairs (i≠j),and be denoted by Exp(eij),where Exp stands for 

‘expectation’. 

    ē=Exp(eij) 
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Let eij=1+δij(δij>-1),then approximately speaking, following approximation (6) holds. 

    1+δij+(1+δij)-1≒1+δij+1-δij+δij
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Using this approximation (6), Exp(eij) is approximately expressed in another way as by (7). 
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It is well-known that the value ē=Exp(eij) is related to CI for A={ aij } by Eq.(9). 

    CI= Exp(eij)-1                                (9) 

Combining Approximation (7) and Eq.(9), following formula (10) relating CI to is obtained. 
−

2δ

           2CI                            (10) 

 renum i>j so that  

* * * *

In this case, Eq.(8) can be very roughly approximated to Eq.(11). 
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Here, δ is the expectation of δij squared over （i,j）pairs with i>j. 
−

2

By bering i's and j's, we can choose set of (i,j) pairs with 

 eij≧1 holds for the set of renumbered (i ,j ) pairs with i >j . 
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Finally, approximation (13) is obtained. 

            2CI

 

≒
2

δ                           (13) 

Here,δ (or simply it is denoted by δ hereafter) is mean discrepancy (or deviation) from one in 

measurement data error of a  or aji with its value greater than or equal to one. ij

Approximation (11) should be 2δ ≧
2

δ mathematically and the approximation (11) may be valid 

only under certain conditions. But a lot of simulation runs and experiment runs were carried out and 

tion (13) is valid under various conditions (see [3]). 

Formula (13) is rewritten as in (1

   δ≒

it has been confirmed that approxima

4). 

CI2              (14) 

hen, it is 

This means that the mean discrepancyδ in a pairwise comparison measurement is approximately 

equal to the square root of two times the consistency index CI for the set of pairwise comparison 

judgments. Note that any local priority weight also has this ‘mean discrepancy tendency’. T
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∆  : mean discrepancy for the whole AHP decision making hierarchy of Fig.1. 

δo: mean discrepancy for pairwise comparison judgments among criteria from the goal. 

δk : mean discrepancy for pairw

k(k=1,…,M).

We also expe hold. 

AH        ∆≒ CI2

           k 

P                                       (17) 

kCI2δ ≒      (k=0,1,2,…,M)         (18) 

Substituting (17) and (18) into (16), we obtain following weighted square root formula (19). 

   AHPCI ≒ ∑  
=k 1

+
M

kk CIwCI 0            (19) 

n we briefly review the analytical result which is obtained in [4], where we directly tried 

 2-level AHP diagram shown in Fig.2 under certain restricted 

: M × M pairwise comparison matrix among M criteria from the viewpoint of the goal. 

trix among N alternatives directly from the viewpoint of the 

atives N=3 and 

the pairwise comparison matrix P for the equivalent 2-level AHP is composed from each of pairwise 

 

3.2 ReasonⅡ from analytical result 

In this sectio

to derive the consistency index for the

conditions. 

First, following notations are defined. 

A(0)={aij(0)}

A(k)= {aij(k)}: N × N pairwise comparison matrix among N alternatives from the viewpoint of 

criterion k. 

P={pij}: N × N pairwise comparison ma

goal in the 2-level AHP shown in Fig.2. 

CI2-level: Consistency index for P={pij}. 

We do not treat a general case but a limited case of AHP where the number of altern



comparison matrixes )’s(k=1,2,…,M) by their ean (20). 
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Theorem 2  

If all pairwise comparison matrixes A(

by

 

Theorem 3 

 If all pairwise comparison matrixes A(k)’s(k=1,2,…,M) are positive-reciprocal and P={pij} is 

defined by geom
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As indicated by formula (21), the square root of the consistency index for the whole 2-leve

M
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l AHP 

his re

shown in Fig.2 is approximated to weighted sum of square roots of local consistency indexes. 

Although this analytical result is obtained under certain restricted conditions such as transformation 

of 3-level AHP into 2-level AHP, geometric mean composition of comparison matrixes, and the 

number of alternatives N=3, and the effect of CI0(the consistency index for pairwise comparison 

judgments among criteria from the goal) does not appear explicitly in the right hand side of formula 

(21) or (22), t sult suggests the validity of the weighted square root formula of Theorem 1. If we 
add the term 

0CI  in the right hand side of (21), the formula completely coincides with the formula 

f Theorem 1. 

4. 

o

 

Application of the formula to department selection decision making  

Our College of Industrial Technology, Nihon University, consists of seven engineering 

departments as of April 1, 2007. They are mechanical (ME), electrical(EL), civil(CV), 

architectural(AR), chemical(CH), management(MA), and mathematical information(MI). We 

conducted a questionnaire survey to 30 students who belong to the mathematical information 

department and asked them in choosing department which criterion, they think, is important and 

which department (alternative), they think, is effective from the viewpoint of each criterion. All the 

questions asked are in the form of pairwise comparison. Fig.3 shows the AHP diagram for this 



questionnaire. The goal is ‘which department to chose’, and four criteria are considered. They are 

university life environment(LE), field of interest(FI), occupational opportunity(OO), and brand 

    

                         …      …      … 
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Fig.3 AHP diagram for department selection 

osed weighted square root mean formula 

IAHPproposal are calculated, and followings are observed. 
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Two types of consistency measure for the whole AHP decision making hierarchy, traditional 

weighted arithmetic mean formula CIAHPtraditional and prop
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Observation1 CI0 s a general tendency ‘CIAHPtradit
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: When ≠0, there i ional≦CIAHPproposal’ , and the 

es of CIs. 

Observation2: When CI0=0, there is a general tendency ‘CIAHPtraditional≧CIAHPproposal’ , which can be 

proved, and the difference ‘CIAHPtraditional -CIAHPproposal’ is small, or CIAHPtraditional ≒CIAHPproposal. 

Observation3: Each portion of CI0 or CIk(k=0,1,2,… ,M) in CIAHPtraditional is not always close to that 

of 

difference ‘CIAHPproposal - CIAHPtraditional’ tends to grow with valu

(k=0,1,2,… ,M) in lAHPproposaCI . 0CI or kCI See next example data of Student No.5, 

where the biggest portion in CIAHPtraditional is attained by w2CI ２ , while the biggest portion 



in lAHPproposaCI  is attained by 0CI . 

[Example data of Student No.5] 

 

 

 
w1=0.222, w2=0.418, w3=0.250, w4=0.110, CI0=0.0152, CI1=0.0754, CI2=0.0706, CI3=0.0368, 

CI4=0.0701, CIAHPtraditional=0.0785, CIAHPproposal=0.1389. 

 

Fig.4 Portions of weighted CIs in CIAHPtraditional 

 



Fig.5 Portions of weighted square rooted CIs in lAHPproposaCI  

5. Conclusion 

 A new consistency measure for the whole AHP decision making hierarchy is proposed and 

proposed square root formula is numerically compared with traditional arithmetic mean formula 

through a decision making problem of department selection. Note that proposed square root formula 

for AHP is a special version of the square root formula for ANP [5], shown by (25). 

( )2CIxCI iiANP ∑≈       (25) 

Measuring directly virtual pairwise comparison matrix P for the equivalent 2-level AHP and 

checking the validity of proposed square root formula is a future research subject. 
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